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The SmartCast® software development kit (SDK) contains everything you need to get up and running with 

the SmartCast Intelligence Platform™ API. In this overview, we’ll show you how to generate, customize, 

and inject virtual data about your devices into the SmartCast Link™ hardware real-time state, which will 

then populate the content in the API calls. The virtual environment gives an API a limited subset of the 

actual lights, while allowing for early development and prototyping. 

Sound like fun? We think so.

In this kit, you will find the following handy components:

 1. A virtual SmartCast Link™ device: The SmartCast Link™ hardware is the application hosting  

platform, data collection appliance, analytics engine, and API host.

 2. SmartCast® API: The REST API that facilitates interaction with the components of  

SmartCast® Technology. It’s located here: https://<VMIPAddres>/smartcast-api/v1<api-call-here>

 3. SmartCast Advisor™ Application: 

  • This is your Home page—the page where you’ll come to check system status and  

sensor readings.

  • A lighting control application that can be used to change the CCT and brightness levels  

on spaces within the lighting simulator.

  • Space Manager: Facilitates management of both physical and virtual spaces. It’s located at 

  https://<VMIPAddress>

 4. SmartCast® Lighting Simulator: A special software module that lets a developer simulate Smart-

Cast® endpoints (or lights), to provide the API with values for learning about the API and for testing 

developer code. 

  • The simulator is NOT a 1:1 replica of actual SmartCast® lights. For basic learning purposes, 

we’ve built a functional simulator that can demonstrate how the API works. It’s always a good 

idea for developers to test their code with real lights before release.

  • Located here: https://<VMIPAddress>/simulator

 5. API code samples: Show how to use typical API calls.

 6. Documentation: Includes this document, the SmartCast® API Introduction, and the SmartCast® 

API Endpoint List.
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INSTALLATION AND SETUP: HERE WE GO
Follow these steps:

 1. Download and import the virtual machine (VM) image into VM-monitoring software such as  

VMware® or vBox®. 

 2. In the VM application’s network settings, choose “Bridged” network and ensure that it’s bridged  

to the host machine’s physical interface (wireless may not work).

  Note: Certain wireless networks won’t allow a bridged configuration. If you can’t obtain a working IP using bridged networking,  
set up the VM network interface to use a NAT connection instead, and then restart your VM.

 3. Once connected, the console will display the VM’s IP address and the SmartCast Link™ device 

Administrator’s login credentials. Note this IP address and other links for future reference.

CREATING API KEYS
To use the API, you’ll need to create API keys and to create API keys, you’ll need to log in to the  

SmartCast Link™ device as Admin. Using the credentials you found on the console display, log in  

and you’ll be asked to change your password. That done, once you’re logged in you’ll see the  

SmartCast Link™ application screen. 

From there:

 1. Click the gear icon at the upper right corner of the page and choose Admin Tools.

 2. This will automatically take you to the Configuration page where you’ll see a button reading API: 

Create & Manage API Keys. Click this button.

 3. This takes you to the API keys page, where you can click the Create a new local API Key button to 

create new ones as needed.

USING THE POWER over ETHERNET (PoE) LIGHTING SIMULATOR
Once the VM is started, the PoE simulator user interface can be accessed here:  

https://<LinkHostnameorIP>/simulator. 

Below, you’ll see the simulator’s user interface, used for starting and stopping the simulator and  
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manually adding/changing/deleting devices in a simulated lighting network.

As you can see, the lighting simulator user interface is arranged in rows and columns, displaying light/

device data based on one device per row. 

Each row includes the following: 

 • #:  Includes a counter for each device, assigned when the device is created. This number is used 

only in the simulator and is not reflected in the SmartCast® API device endpoints.

 • Networks:  Includes a numeric counter for each network. In this release, a default “Network 1” is 

created and only one network is allowed. This value can’t be changed.

 • Spaces:  A list of colon-separated space-name/space-ID pairings. In the example of the  

lighting simulator user interface above, “occ1001” is the space name and “1001” is its  

associated space ID.

 • Switch Groups:  A list of colon-separated switch-group-name/switch-group-ID pairings. In the 

lighting simulator user interface above, “control1001” is the switch group name and “1001” is its 

associated switch group ID. 

 • Devices:  A meta-column that includes five sub-columns: 

  ° MAC: A list of MAC addresses associated with the virtual device and corresponding to the 

SmartCast® API’s “mac_address” field.

  ° Type: Reflects the device type and the device-type label. The device type corresponds to the 

SmartCast® API’s “device_type” field.
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  ° Light Level: Reflects the device’s sensor-reported light level and corresponds to the  

SmartCast® API’s “sensor_data_light_level” field.

  ° CCT Level: Reflects the device’s correlated color temperature (CCT) level and corresponds  

to the SmartCast® API’s “sensor_data_cct_value” field.

  ° Edit and Delete buttons, discussed below.

  Note:  Any interaction with virtual spaces needs to be done via the API or the Space Manager on the SmartCast Link™ device.  
The lighting simulator doesn’t reflect any virtual space information.

SIMULATOR USER INTERFACE CONTROLS
A limited set of controls are available on the lighting simulator UI:

Icon(s) Description

 

Indicate that the column can be sorted in ascending 

or descending order.

 

Indicates that the field can be deleted (Note: If you delete 
a space, all devices in that space will also be deleted. Deleting a 
space or device is IMMEDIATE and IRREVERSIBLE.)

 

• Indicates that new values of this type can be added. 

• Appears in column headers

 

• Appears at the end of a device row and indicates   

   that values in this row can be edited.

• Allows you to edit this device’s space ID, device 

   type, light level, or CCT level.

DATA, DATA, DATA
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Exporting and importing simulator device configurations lets you save simulator customizations for 

future use, or for use in another instance of the simulator.

Exporting Data: Simply click Export Data and your simulator configurations will be converted to CSV 

(comma-separated value) format and downloaded via your browser.

Importing Data: Click Import Data and you’ll be prompted with a file selection dialog box to choose  

the CSV file you’d like to upload. The settings from your chosen CSV file will automatically be uploaded 

and applied.

CSV Importing Recommendations: You should only attempt to import a CSV file that was originally  

exported from the lighting simulator. Importing other CSV files may cause unexpected and/or  

unwanted results.

CSV Format:

The file will be data-only (i.e., no header) and will follow this format:

 1. Network ID

 2. Space name

 3. Space ID

 4. Switch Group name

 5. Switch Group ID

 6. Device MAC address  

  (should be null if exported from the SmartCast Link™ device or created in any other external source)

 7. Device Type ID

API ENDPOINTS AVAILABLE
For further details on each endpoint and payload, please see the SmartCast® API Introduction and the 

SmartCast® API Endpoint List documents, also included with the SDK.

Note: Based on the nature of simulated entities, some of the API calls made on the VM may yield responses that are different from 
those returned from a physical appliance on a physical network with real fixtures/devices.
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